Latinx Catholic Leadership Coalition presents

A JOURNEY FOR JUSTICE
NATIONAL CALL - IN DAY
ON OCTOBER 15, 2019

Call Department of Homeland Security
to Demand Justice for Immigrants!

As a Catholic community, we can no longer sit on the sidelines as we see how our immigrant community is being constantly attacked. Together, we have a strong voice and this is the time to use it! In partnership with the Latinx Catholic Leadership Coalition, we are demanding that The White House and Department of Homeland Security recognize the following:

- Recognize the sacred covenant, internationally recognized, legal right to seek a asylum
- Stop the Remain in Mexico Program
- Stop the use of the "metering list"
- Make Due Process the standard NOT the exception
- Collaborate with NGOs and society to support & expand humane services for Asylum Seekers
- Provide additional funding for immigration courts & asylum officers
- Grant a face-to-face meeting between the Latinx Catholic Leadership Coalition and the Acting Secretary for DHS

Contact Information for DHS Headquarters:
Operator Number: 202-282-8000
Comment Line: 202-282-8495

For more information, please visit: www.latinxcatholicleadershipcoalition.org

Use the Hashtag #Catholics4Migrants
Hello, my name is [insert name] from [Location: City, State, Zip Code]. In partnership with the Latinx Catholic Leadership Coalition, I am calling DHS to demand humane changes on Immigration Policies.

Our ask as Catholic leaders is to:

- Recognize the sacred covenant, internationally recognized, legal right to seek a asylum
- Stop the Remain in Mexico Program
- Stop the use of the "metering list"
- Make Due Process the standard NOT the exception
- Collaborate with NGOs and society to support & expand humane services for Asylum Seekers
- Provide additional funding for immigration courts & asylum officers
- Grant a face-to-face meeting between the Latinx Catholic Leadership Coalition and the Acting Secretary for DHS

Thank you. (End call)

Use the Hashtag #Catholics4Migrants